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nadra marriage certificates are printed in english, urdu, and some other languages, which can be filed as an evidence of a valid marriage. if your spouse is able to file the nadra marriage certificate, he or she can initiate the process of obtaining a pakistani national identity card (nic). a pakistani passport consists
of two forms: the biographical data sheet and the travelling document. biographical information includes name, nationality, date of birth, gender, nationality of parents, marital status, nationality of spouse, and the nationality of children. travelling information includes the date of the passport and visa, signature

of the issuing officer, signature of the applicant, date of issue, date of expiry, country and class of passport, names of countries visited by the applicant, date and place of residence, and date of return. comments: pakistani passports are valid for five or ten years. pakistani names are subject to a variety of
combinations with no established surname rule. individuals may change their names by simply announcing name changes in the newspaper. it is not uncommon for birth dates to be changed. the essential element of identity is generally the name of the father and, in the case of a married woman, the name of
the husband. diplomatic passports (red cover): issued to ambassadors, career diplomats, heads of state of the government and federal ministers. comments: pakistani passports are valid for five or ten years. pakistani names are subject to a variety of combinations with no established surname rule. individuals

may change their names by simply announcing name changes in the newspaper. it is not uncommon for birth dates to be changed. the essential element of identity is generally the name of the father and, in the case of a married woman, the name of the husband.
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in order to maintain discipline and order in the university, there is a proctorial board comprising of chief proctor, secretary proctorial board and staff members. every staff member is a proctor and, therefore, can check any student in the university premises. cases of violations of university discipline are reported
to the chief proctor, who immediately takes appropriate action. fines imposed by the chief proctor or the proctorial board shall not be remitted or reduced. a proctor shall ensure that students: display university identity card. do not wear t-shirts, jeans and joggers. must dress up in the university uniform. should

not disturb the academic atmosphere. do not misuse camera mobile phone or any such device. the candidates seeking admission on sports/co-curricular activities/special categories basis shall submit a sports form/co-curricular activities form/special categories form, as the case may be, along with general
application form to the admission office. all forms are attached with the prospectus. the list of the candidates eligible for interview will be displayed on the university notice board and gcu website. khula divorces: there are two possible procedures for muslim women to obtain a khula divorce. first, a husband can

grant his wife the right of divorce by stating yes on line 18 of the nikah nama (which is rare). if this right is granted, the wife follows the same procedure as the talaq process described above. if the wife is not granted this right, she must first bring her case to a family court to request the right to initiate a
divorce. if her suit is successful, the family court must submit its decision to the union council within seven days. the union council will then initiate the arbitration council and follow the same procedures described above. in reality, however, the family court often does not inform the union council of its decision.

if the court grants the divorce but does not notify the union council, it is incumbent upon the wife to do so herself in order for the divorce to be valid. once the wife notifies the union council, the same procedure as for talaq is followed. if the parties reconcile during the arbitration process, however, the court
decision will be null and void, and the couple will remain married. 5ec8ef588b
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